[In waves' parlance: serotonin and sleep oscillations].
The close and complex relationship between serotonin and sleep-waking states has special theoretical and practical importance. There are available scientific data regarding this issue, but the apparently contradictory and insufficiently clarified nature of the problem halts up the systematization and exploitation of this knowledge. While reviewing the role of serotonin in sleep regulation a special attention to the differentiation between the immediate arousing and the slowly developing circadian phase resetting and sleep homeostatic functions of serotonin is paid. As regarding the differentiation of receptor subtypes the article focuses on circadian rhythm and REM regulatory/modulatory functions in relation with 5-HT1A/7 and 5-HT3 receptors, as well as on sleep homeostasis, sleep intensity, ultradian sleep organization, and sleep continuity in relation with 5-HT2A receptors. Moreover, there is suggestive data for the reciprocal interactions between serotonin, neural plasticity and sleep spindling, which might provide new insights to the neuropsychopharmacological characterization of the mechanisms of action and effects of drugs acting through the serotonergic system.